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SUMMARY

Problem
. .

For a. computer -based instructional system such as theAir Force
Advanced Instructional System (AIS), a critical component is the cow-
puter terminal.: The AIS has two major types of.terminals 7 a management
terminal and a:plasma type interactive terminal. Use of the management
terminal is dependent on the use of chemically treated and pencil. mark7
ed, mark-sense computer forms which are consumed at a rate of approxi=
Mately 1.1 million per year. The application of Computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) is direCtly limited by the cost of the terminal since
for any CAI lesson there is usually a reqU'ireMent of one terminal per
student. Computer-managed instruction (CMI) car handle large numbers of
students with fewer terminals but lacks the level of interaction pro-
vided by CT at the lesson level and.plso haS recurring costs associated 4c
with the use of computer forms and support materials. The development
of a microterminal is an effort to use the new microprocessor technology

/to produce a, stand-alone student erminal which functions in the broader
scope of computer -based Wtructi n providingA form of CAI in the
contextCof CMI operations..

I

At the initiation of the contract:the four goals were:

1. DeSign and develop a. final. configuration which at least takes
into account stand alone software capabilities for supporting block
.testirig, portability (battery operation), and transfer of data to the
computer site through a Type.B Terminal.

2. efine the existing Air Force'HuMan ReSources Laboratory .

(AFHRL) pr totYpe for production level numbers,. and produce ten proto-
tybe'production units with a production cost goal of approximately $500
per unit in quantities of 500 or more.

Is

, .
.

3. PerfOrm a classroom study of the
.t

microterminal to determine
its operational. effectiveness.

4. Provide complete procurement-manufacturingdocumentation.

Approach

Through a series of meetings'witn AFHRL and McDonnell Douglas per-
sonnel, the controlling agenCy and contractor,. respectively,, of thg
Advanced Instructional System (AIS), the.human factors were defined and
the mechanical and electrical characteristics of the microterminal were
selected. Thus, the final design benefited from the input of educators,
psychologists, engineers, and potential microterminal user's.. A continu7

4
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al review of new hardware cOmponents.and'software.heeds was-expected to
result in a final microterminal-configuration that would represent an
up-to-date, low-cost terminal which would.prbvide'dynathici Objectiye
type, response handling capabilities for support, of:testing and instruc.-
tion.

Result

,

The microterminal.was evaluated Ind proVed for. student
test taking in'the.AIS Weapons Mechanis Course. Cdst A indkates

4N 7t at the microterminal an be produced at a cost of approximately $500
p r unit.in quantities or500 or more. An addition,-t4'development of
a removable memory module pibvedto be an instructional and administrative
benefit of the final-deSign. Evaluation of the microterminal showed an
almost unanimoustreference by students' for anSwering. test items .with a
.microterminal ratherhan a computer test form. Upexpettedly, evaluation !

resultS alsom6howed.that use of the microterminal resulted in significantly
better test scores.

Conclusion

The microterminal offers 'anelectronit solution to instructional
testing and opens u avenues for farttier .application within the Air.Foree.
The microterminal offers a cost -effective;mechanisM for administering
tests in a compUter-baed instructional. environment. FOrther:applicatiOns
are seen in support f off-line individualized training materials' for which,

i
the microterminal wo ld add dynamibiresp nse handling'capabilitieS, thus
providing -a low-lev 1 form-of-computer- ssisted instrUction:r

'

4
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INTRODUCTION

4 1 e4 . f ,

'''' tae 1.7.9j1rf , 1es%

ndivtdual zed instruction. which ateK;ts teAratch,

, .

student needs with
,:°.

ive requirements'-ilnstr cti mial resourc produces testing, aild administffat
that eon exceed the anagement capabilities of a tradftional instructional
syst m.- Recognizing t is situ

nOhthich would ,take,--advanta
afion, the Air Force undelotfthtteled=

anent of a computer -based s.iste

edlicationasl technology ands 5till rovlde operational, cost-effective
individualized instructs -bn. -

' ,.*: 4,- .

d the AdviariCed Ifistructional System (AIS)
jlizes both'Fomputer-managed insruction(CMI)'
&ion ,(CAI) to achieve this goal' Convention-
e a in intensive ohLline interaction between

eriods of -time, while CMI 'pro-

ttent interactions between com-

. g.
The Afr force progrgM'

.,(Rockvay & 716sutake, 1974)
and- cOmputer-assistelkirgtr,

"'ally, 'CAI' is.conside ed'
sOdept d cc ipUter lasting over extend

'vides gu dance for iRstrtictioriN
puter and student.' With a prope alt- between these two, often refer-..
red.to asiqQmputer-based,instruction ( the A 5 has been able to

each educational hnique (Lamos, 1977).capitalizp on theAady.Aotages
4

Inherent within the thcOrporatfOn f any two'SYstemsare the tradi-
,t4alproblems-of redundancy, dupl.io fon-of efforts, Ad the pta ion
oftunneoeSsary features whiCh' Attr4ct from the- overall performance ,-

area where/
dbjectiVes of the new product. ;Within CBI, thiS is.cons*ered to be that

thelligh r costs:Mg CAI (cost :)pr 'student) _make the operation /

of the system'cost prohiliitiV :,41,r when CMI411mitations do not allow the
,

CAIfeatures,01 be utilized to,tfte full potential 0 termsof hardware,
one. Costs in most CAI systems":is the interactive

. terminal. 14-1.th-nearly a 1:1 ratio.. of terminals to students fOr. CA;,the
present initial capitalization of equipmeht cannot often be jusWied over
traditional 'forms of. instruction. On the other hand, if'd system is. designed: ,,

to be entirely CM,Iere are many,advantages of-CAI which annot be imple-
mented within the sys emy Thus, the:prjmary'objeCtiveof any CBI system is '.
to match the major benefhs-Of bbth..CAI and CMI without allowing one:to
gain pre 'edpnce over the other at the cost of de eating the original objectiVe

,.
.

...
, ,

CAI .and
.

In the AIS; thiS prOcess of matchIng'thetrade-OffS:
,.

-that P

betwep

rtion ofCMI is l'i on -going effOrtf.. MOst recently, for inStance,,-
jgatedtthe Ais.rel ating to the Mh-nagement of -Txpe,B'terminal.: was 1 rive

This terminal is designed primarillf-aS a means to vide student,tests,
relay this information to the central site, and the) return a prescription

to the student. It.iS° made up of an optical mark -readel,(0MR), a
,.

.

V

3



.4 t. .0 Wier and a printer, and it came under scrAjny as a major'equip-Ago
medt,expense._ At the- same time, the test forms 0001 in the AIS-were -qpr
eso Peing investigated. In the latter case, thousands of test formS
were being used each day, any at a per sheet cost of approxtmately ak
cents, this also represented a major operating expense for the AIS.

..,.., Based on this information, -the Air Forat HumanrR sou'rces,±aboratory
( AFHRL) Technical Training-Division at Lowry 'AFB beg n to consider
a)ternatives_ for portions of the TYpe B terminal and the ,paper test'

f

15rmS. The conc ept which evolved was an electronic respohding deyice,
'or microterminal,. which would take the place qrpaper tests and thereby
'bypass the QMR in the Type ..B Terminal. in 1976,'a prototype Was tom-
Pletedi and successfully tested by AFHRL Kirbyt.& Gardner, 1976).

LMICROTERMINAL HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Thg or inal device developed by AFHRL was referred to as a "stu- I

-dent responde ." It consisted of a keyboard, several hexadecimal dis-
play elements (0-9 and-k&F), .and a 'column of individual message display
lamps all of which were interconnected directly to a central computer,
through an interactive terminal. Although not satisfactory as a final,
vsabJe device, this configuration was sufficient to obtal information
,110n a favorable design and to'deterlyne the potential,applica n of, the:
device.

During-the dvalUatioo period,'60'students. classes at Lowry AFB
(Lamgs, 1977) were given .a programmed instructs nal lesson with test.
While no significant gains inyerformance were n ted, the students
covered the material in. 30 percent Tess time. In addit. n, 90 percent
of the students indicated that they preferred 'the 4lectro res on

.,

over the traditional computer paper-and-pencil test form.

It was also determined during this evaluation that an electronic.
'responcling_device would be feasible only if the ,unit could operate fn a

od)
"stand-alone" lode. esponder would require
continuous Interaction with a large central mputer--a co.stly featurei .

to liMplement and an undesirable
.

situation when the ceptral site was not
operationa . L kewise,it was' also determined that the responder should
have the interactive and!dynamit.response capabilities normally associ-\
ated with a cathode ray tube (CRT) type computer terminal, as well as
the ease of use which ts.associated with electrodic calculators.- In
order to give it this capability, .a complete microcomputer was incor-

'porated into the responder. With this change the unit became known as
the "microterminal."



Student 41PicrOterminal
-

The original.AFOL prototype mi"Cr'oterminal utilized the Motorola
M6800' mitroproFessor with a-1024-bit rand& access memory (RAM) aqd six,
4096-bit'programmable-read-only memory (PROM) chips. As illustrated in
Figure 1, this prototype featured a 16-key keyboard,J4 diSplay tights.
to indicate directive messages, and four hexadecimal,display units for
answer:feedbaCk, etc. The electronics associated with the microterminal
provided.fiour test strategies 'with up to $30 test item keyq. permanently,
stored ancia capaciliklof up to 250 .test items for which a student's
response was temporarily 'Stored. Thee:four test strategies could be
presented in any ore of the following schemes,. .

I

1'. Linear, prOgession with no response feedb

2. Same.as #1 with Yes/No response feedback2
..- i.

3. Same as #2, but the studenVnemained at the last test item-:
.
until.the-corrett response was given.' : ,,-

, , , -, \. ------

Same as # but the student Could be given a retest on in-
correct sponses until all'itemsiwere answered correctly. -

t.

Information`- entered by the student in the prototype Microterminal
was. liMited to manual retrievar In the instructor Mode, i.e., depress-

a special sequeTice of keys; such information as the student's S,SN,

test booklet numbet, student score, elapsed Time, and respdpses to- each
question could -be retrieved. 6

-Interface Evaluation

In 1976, the 'Denver ResearckInstitute (DRI) undertook a study'to- -
determine a hardware - interface which would enable the microterminal to
'transfer test data directlyto the AIS central site (Wasm(Jndt, Steffen,.
& Kargo,.1976a,b): This effort involvearthejnvestigAion 'of hardware,
software, and instructional' support functions of the prototype and, the
interactive and Type B terminal.interfaces. TheorecoMmenaati dns from
tfiAt study resulted.in an interface for the microterminal, ISetween the
Type B terminal and the central site.

The ModificatiOnS made to the prdtotype to'effe4 this change
consisted.of additional support circuitry, primarily input/output (I/O)
buffers, and several software changes, (In the latter category, the I/O
format was instituted, and the calculationAnd display of final test
stores and/ortransfer of.test answersto the AIS computer via the Type
B terminal was: made available.



,

An additional feature which was incorpdrated at,this time'was the
provisidn'tor a redundant check digit in the test booklet number. This
helped.preyent the Stbdent'frqm -inadvertently entering an incorrect
number. Also, the time required for the student to_comptete the test
was measured and made available to the instructor or the Type B ter-
minal'. Figure 2 reflects the'basic outline of the "initial" micro-7
terminal'.

Applications Study.

During the early months .of 1977, under the present contract effort,
DRI initiated an applications study of the microterminal- The purpose
of that study was to determine a microterminal prototype design which
would have the capability of meeting most of the present and projected
needs of the'AIS. In order to identify these objectives, a series of
meetings were held with AFHRL and McDonnell Douglas personnel. A tour.
of the AIS courses was then conducted and possible areas of applications
identified. The applications categories tentatively identified for the
microterminal were as follows.

1. "ExistiRg" microterminal applications.
2. "Extended" microterminal applications.
3. Adaptive testing.
4. Adaptive instruction.
5. Uses with external-microterminal I/O control.
6. Performance training.

of the "existing"
Under the category of "existing" microterminal applications it was

recognized that the hardware and software features
prototype placed limitations on,the future applications of the device.
For example, with the prototype, a typical testing scenario was limited
to the following steps.

Step 1. ' Student enters his social security number (SSN).

Step 2. Student enters the test booklet number (containing in-
, formation required for test administYation, i.e., number

of questions, test key, and feedback mode).

Step 3. Student answers all questions in the order requested by
the microterminal.

Step 4. At the end of the test, the'student takes the micro-
terminal to his instructor or to a Type B terminal for
evaluation.

9
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One of t e objections raised by students to this scenario was- that'
there were n provisions for altering the linear presentation of the
test questio s. It then followed that this could be resolved by modify:-
ing'several eatures of the,"existing" microterminal and "extending"
features wh ch would allow the student to change the order in which the
questions c uld be answered. ,These- modifications should, therefore,
provide the following test features.

1

+.

1. ion- linear progression testing, whereby the student would be
able to-alter.the order in which questions were answered.

i:

2 the review of answer's to previous questions.

3. xf feedback was not provide& the student should be provided a
means to alter the answers

'In16ddition to these changes, which-were 'primarily inyolverkwith
the software, various hardware modifications and additions were cOnsi-
dered at this time: These changes, which- would supplement the software
changes, were also-considered as -factors in the reduction of hardware
costs. A 12-key keyboard, three hexadecimal display digits, a reduction
in RAM, and a battety powered RAM were suggested as additional 'exten-
sions" of the "exiting" microterminal.

Another factorconsidered in the applitations study was that of
test security, Because a large 'number of eestsmust be given in-the
AI,S, and since students have shown great skill in deciphering test keys,
it was recommended that an integral pseudo-randomnumber generator,-with
a wide variety of test patterns, wbulebe more desirable than the ori-
ginal test keys possible with the Pexisting" microterminal. This type
of test generation would be structured within'the AIS when the in-
structor first requested a test booklet number for a new test.' At that
time, the AIS central site would generatea number based on the type of
course, block test number, and the number bf*estions supplied by they
instructor. The capability to decipher this test booklet number and
score the tests would also be a requirement for an "extended" micro_,,
terminal..

The ability to administer flexilevel adaptive tests was alsocon-
sidered a desirable application for the'"extendedP microterminal... In
adaptive testing, an'algorithmjs devised which tests 'the student on -the
fewest number of questions possible The theoryjs that the adaptive'
test scorA would have- a close correlation to the `test score which a
student would recti've if all questions had been answered. In,flexilevel

'adaptive-testing, the questions are ranked according to difficulty- -'the
first is the easiest, the last the most difficult. When.issued a test,



the microterminal,coul& start the student at the middle question. For
each correct answer, the student would..be directed by the microterminal
to a more difficult question; for incorrect reponses the process would
be reversed. With'thiS capabi'ity the microterminal could provide an- /7
economy'Of operation that is difficult to"duplicate'with conventional

,

paper-and-pencil" tes ing.
L-\

The requirements of the .microterminal for adaptive instruction
not-vary greatlyfro those required for':adaptive testing. rn fact,
adaptive instruction may be. considered anextension of adaptive testing,
but with self-explanatory. questions. At the end of an instructional
sequenCe, students answer questions.r.egarding the material which has
just been covered, and branch to material) which is either more or less

- difficult, depending,on thd correctness pf the response. However, since
the object of such an application is to maki* the material conform to the'
student rather than to measure. the student's achievement, the software. 4-

deMands that would beMade on the microterMinal-for precision of mea-
surement are greatly decreased.

.

The use Of an external microterminal parallel I/O control could
furtherenhance the applications of the deice by providing the capa'-
bility tcommbnicate with an external device, such as a microfiche--
project*, an external memory, or similar devices. However, it was

`reccimmended in the applications study as impraCtical to simply extend
data,.adqress, and control bus outside of the-micro--

term.nal., paietly because of he number of nines involved (about 40) and
partly because of the danger either of electromagnetic interference with
other devices or damage to the microterminal if the bus was improperly
used. It was therefore suggested that-another programmable interface
adapter be added to the microterminal with its external. I/O 'lines bein
available only at an external Clonnector mountedton the microterminal.
This was suggested torciaddition to the existing hardware at little
additional cost.

Performance training was briefly considered as an area for eval s-
ting other potential uses for the microtuminar.' This remained larg ly
undefined, except that it appeared that any applications'beyond tho
'already discussed would require significant additional capabilities
For example, the keyboard'is limited tO,,numeric input, plus a-few f, nc-

rtiqn keys, so that'constructed answers are not possible. Similarl , the
dfsplay has lirifited capabilities &o that any communication with th

_student, other tha4 feedback verification of answers and simple inr
,structions, must be via indexing through a'conventional Media,rsu h as
textual material:or microfiche. Finally, such an application as_ e-
formance'training would probably require special programMing.to h ndle
each device for whiCh training was desired. Thus, this particular
application was not recommended as immediately suitablaLfor the Micro-
terminal. ,

12
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In addition tothese points, the.aplicatiorip study al o considered
a number of questions'which appliedto the effects of incorp rating the
microterminal into the AIS. Most of these questions dealt w th the
ability of the AIS to acceptthese changes i h a minimum of iteration
to its existing framework. For example, all pplications of he .micro-

terminal- requite some modifications of-'the Courseware, hut it Was found
that thesecduld be accomplished by treating the new-portion,of the
courseware as:arralternate module or test. Similarly, the students
could he trained in the operation o the microtereinal by incorporating
instructions into an existing lessen-module.

. ---

.

jhesuppOrtrequired for op cation of the miboterminal, was,also
considered in the appTiCatiOns s udy.. Failure in the-system, fOr in

-stance, would: equire a'manual Backup system. If a failure occurred in
a single microterMinal, then't estudent would tle: forced to start over
on anbtlie-croterminal, ".1t ough adaptive instruction might:be able,to
continue from some cheCkpoin father than from the beginning of the
test.: In any case, a maint ance-contract or a repair facility within
the AIS would be required t deal with the-problems as they arose.'
Other typeS of support wou d also be required, but except.for-the Micro-
terminal power supply, this was within the Present chpability of the
AIS.

Cot COnsiderations

Three major changes to the original prototype microterminal ere
con odered as,possible advantages in the'design of the !'extenbed" micro-
terminal. These were the inclusion of app external parallel I/O con-
nector.with the associated electronics, Iheaddition of an external
memory module which could be interfaced ,via the parallel I/0 connector,
and'apower'sUpply included. within the microterminal.

..,

The -first change, that` of inclUdiing a parallel I/0 to the-microi..,
terminal; provides the.ydssibility of interfacing the microterminal'to
Other devices,- such as a microfiche viewer a). cassette tape player.
This change_would also-make it posible to consider an external memory'

,

module which could be used td record all information that was to be
transferred to.the AIS central site. Therefore, if the microte m
was- not physically required fair 'the transfer of test informatio to the
AIS, it would not have to be transported from the study carrel o the
Type B terminal by the student.. This would further make it Os ible to
enlarge the microterminal enclosure ''to include the third, change,. that )

is, a self contained power supply. The combinations which may result,
from thete changes are outlined in Tablea.

k

'Ca

t
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Table 1. Possible microterminal changes.

Parallel Self-Contained Internal External
I/O Power Source RAM

Type 1 No

_Type 2 Yes

Type 3 Yes

Type 4 Yes

v,
A primary considerati n Comparing the,four types of microter

minals was the probable cost of.each.,., As indicated in'Table 2, the
range of approximately $100 between Type 1 and Typek4 was significant.
OR the other- hand, the added features of types did not '0.

appreciably affect software costs as these would a One-time develop-
rnent expense. As long as additional PROM requirements were held to a
minimum,-the added software efforts for each added feature appeared to
be a worthwhile investment.

° /

In.compar6g the sUgort requirements for each type of microter-
minal, it was evident that there were some offsetting cost savings in
return fiSr the additionalinternal power sUpplies. In fact; theaddi-
tional expense ofan internal power supply for the Type 4 unit is nearly

'offset by the reduction in cost of supporting the other types with an
external source. When also consider' at the future poSsibilities of
the microterminals could be greatl increa d by notrequiring the
installation of external power sources and ssoci ted wiring to study,
carrels, the added expenseof the internal power upply is fnsignifi,
cal*:

No Yes

No Yes

. RAM .

Yes

r

Although not reflected in Table 2,..another configuration Of-the
microterminal was suggested. This wouldloe the installation of a power
supply and internal battery source to'power the internal RAM while the

1 student'is taking_ the microterminal from a carrel to a TypelB terminal.
However,,tnis configuration would be cumbersome in some respects, since
the microterminal would not have the required portability desired for
such usage--due to the added weight of the unit -and would further
introduce an increased shock hazard by requiring-the student to connect
and disconnect the 110-volt power source.

. The cost difference between Type 1.and Type units versus the.
added capability of a Type 2 was such that it ap eared well worthwhile
to include the feature of I/O capability. The o ly remaining decision,
then, was whether to include the memory module. ToresAve this ques-

14



0 rtion, a study of maintenance and predited life of the microterminals
was performed. In making t"is comparison,;no sigpificanf'differenc'
could be identified without'also including the additiop.or deletion- f
an internal power' supply. That is, without considering a memory module,,
an internal powerSupply was undesirable due to the portability re-
quirements that would be impoSed on the microterminal. Thus;'a decision

(
. was made to compare the Type 2 microtermina) to .a type-4 microterminal..

The resulting'differelice ih,estimated cost between these two types
was $804 ofor a qOantity of 00 units; approximately $40,000. The
implication here wasAhat the Type 4 microterminal would,need kusefUl
life.19% longer than the Type 2 in order to justify the cost dif en'-

tial, unless significant differences in support costs could be re lizeci.,
It was then further es d-that the elimination of arexternal power
s urce and it,s/associat lAring to study carrels would,reSult.in a cost
d fferences.MoreOh the order of $55 betweeei thetwo typeThis Would
t en result.Wthe requirementlhat the Type 4 unit h VeSzjUSeful life
12.8% lqnger than the Type 2.

The desired life of a microterminal is approximately 5.Yetiars. From
'this,-the'required Iffe of a Type 4 unit would need,t6 be Op oximately
8 months more than that of Type 2. But, since the Type 4 does_ not have
to be carried betweenZ student carrel and an AIS Type B-terminal for
the transferral of student fnformatibn, it is expected that a reduction
in malfunction,dueto droppage and mishandling,.would 6e, realized.
This cost difference of $55 would then be made up in maintenance or
replacement parts expense. ,-,

By constructing the,memory modules in a manner that can accept this
pectedbuse by stUctents'znd by being, able to maintain the microter7
als i a statiOnlr& positi6kv the additional expense,of the Type 4

unif.could be'xecovered over tffe life expectancy of theAlevices. When
also considering that.the configuration of the Type 4 lendS itSelf to
more flexible use ih ,extendecLapplicatiorthe cost difference.between
the tWo types is not ignificant.

The selection of a Type 4 unit, with memory modal , was also inves-'
tigated from an instructional and administrative.yiewpoint. In this
case,,one of the most apparent advantages ofLA memory module unit `is the
ease with whith it can be stored, Equivalent in size. -.to about 'two
cigarettes.Packs laid end to end; the logrStits'of controlling 00, or
more, memory modules is less difficult than that required for 519.0micro-
terminals. Another factor in favor:-Of the mddirle was' the cost of
ducing additional units.' Sinte .a Surplus of moduleswill undoubtedly be
required, especiallY,during periOds.when..the central site is gown, the
cost of doubling the number of modules, as Opposed to doubling the
number of microterminals, is considerably less. Downtime associated,.
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Table

f Type I

$404'.

Uni due Hardware:

1 . InteratlBattery

0

Comparison lof unique .features of 'faurlftro4rminal, configurations,
,

ti
9

2. Internal' POwer

otonverter

,

3. Serial .1/0 Control

Logic.:&.ConneCtor,.

kType

-$429

Uni ue Hardware

J. Int rnallattery I

2. Internal Power

Converter

3, Serial I/O Control

Logic & Connector

4. Portability ,\\ Paral lei 1/0 Control

. Logic & COnnector

5. ExternalPower SoUrce 5. 'Portability
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.$469

ue Hardware
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,128 Byte RAM & Battery),
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a
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5, External Pow Source
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7.:256 6tes,Internal RAM,.
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1.'Separate,Power Source 1. Separate Power source ,1 Additional Maintenance;
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2 Addition'al Mainten- 2. Additional MaintenanCe Additional Maintenance
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Source

'3. Serial I/O in Manage- 3. Serial I/0 in Manage- 3. Parallel I/O in1/,

Ment Terminal Ment Terminal Management Terminal for

Memory Module

A

e.

Type 4,

1509.

Unique Hardware

L.Memorylddule

( Externat 128

Byte RAM & Battery)

2, Parallel I/O

Control Logic

& Connector

3. Internal Power

Supply & Line Filter

4. 128 Byte's Internal

RAM

Unique Support

'1. AdditiOalJainten-

ance of OemOY

Modules

Pafallel I/O in

Management Termina/
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TABLE 2 (chntinuel).

Unique Software
f,

1. Serial Data. I/O

Transfer To/From

Management Terminal

Unit_uSofl__we

1, Serial Data 17o Trans-

fer To/From AISlanage-,

ment Termint

I

Applications /Limitations Applications/Limitations

1.Progression testing,-

test presented in

booklet form onl

'rt

3

,

2.

0

Adaptive Testing-Test

presented in Booklet

Form. Only; Standardi-

zation of Microter-

linal software not

pOssiple,'additional'

PROM may be, required.,.

1 3

1, parallel I 0 Control

For: j

a.1Memory'Module

'b. txternal Device

Applications

Same as,Type, 1 except thati.

test .can be .presented hy

various media via I/O

'control

Liltations

Progression Testfng

testyresentekby various'

`media via I/O 00461;')

parti,al.retestiilpos-

sible by " downloading"

capability of memory module.

2. Adaptive 'Testing-Test pre -

sented.by \i'riousledia via,

i/O'control;.standardilation

of MicrOterminal soffware

possible due to Pclown)..

lading" capability,of

Memory. !Iodulk

a

Adaptive. instructi.On'

TeSt presented, in

booklet: form Oly;

standardizattOn' of

MicrOtermi01 software

not possible; addi-

tional PROM'May be

required; instruc-

gonal sequente

di tateS software

re uirements.

Unf

1, Parallel:I 0

.Controllor:

a. ,Memory Mod0e

b. External Device

ue Software
.

pylicationshimitations.

Same as Type 3

3. Adaptive Instruction-Test

ipresented,b1.various media

via 1/0contrOl; standard-

izatiOn of Microterminal

software possible due to

"downloading' capability,

of Memory Module with

additional PROM which'
,

controls instruction

se0ence.



with the central site also/made the memory module mare appealing and
practical, because the student could continue with a test. When com7
plZted, the instructor coAd Pmanually" score the memory module on an
instructon mic.roterminaii make the neXt ,assignment, and then save the
module for processing when the central-site'was, back on line.'

A final point in favor of the memorylmdduleil related to the
extended' application of the, mic\roterminal? In'this case, if the,micro-
terminal proved satisfactory asa testing device,lit could also be
extended for Alse in,correspondence courses and ?n-the:Apb training
01-0. With a microtermtnal OR nand atteach installatTbn, or accessible
to field units, membry moduleS-cOld:be mailed baCk and forth to central
locations.as an alternate to direeLcOmmunication link with remole

.

terminals and-when time is not a factor. ;
,

As stated earlier, one of the original objectives, of this project
was to, develWa'microterminal whose'.'perunit cost would be $500, orless, in'ouantitteS of 500 or move, and, the Type 4unit' ulfiils this
objective. This cost goal had been previously determined from an anal-
ysis of the present costs of the AIS paper-and-pencil test forms which
the microterminal would replace. In,aW,earlier study, the cost of paper
forms was determined to be approximately\$367,500 over -a 5-year perio
(Oasea on 40 formSYstudent/week over 50 Weeks, an average enrollment f
1400 students, and a cost of'3.5 cents per paper form).(Gray, ,Steffen,
Wasmidati-1977). Extended over the sameperiod, 500 MicroterMinals at
$500 each would' result.in a het initial expenditure of some $100,000
less By further considering the capability of the microterminals to
admintster adaptive testing,'it was arso,believed that further savings
cbul-d'be a aachieved by. reducing test time and 'the normal -.
requirements of processing the test data Therefore,it was agreed that
the final design confiOration of the microteminal should be one whiCh
has the characteristics ,of the Type 4 unYt.,

Final' Configuration

'During the finAl'design stage, the.selection of hardware and the
structure'of.software were modified due to teChnologidal advandes which
topk place during the develdpmentperiod and because df conStOerations
-given to human factors in the use of the mtcrotermihal. In the latter
case, thefinal.configuration, as_reflected in rigure 3, was selebted
with the goal of,,prOdOcing an "electronic testjorm" which duplicated as ,
many of the inherent features of a paper test form 'as' was possible. -An
this regard, studentuse and aCCeptance of the deOce woUld-be:iMproved j.
'if answers could be skipped, reviewed, and changed.' In order to-.limit
student cemfusion and frustration,:, every attempt was also' made to design
the mtcroterminal so that each action'by a Student would result in a
recognizable reaction by the microterOinal. Sudb responses as erroneous
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key depressfons (answeringa question with,"8" rather than "B") would
cause the display to flash a question mark; or, the depression of any
combination of keys would not cause the microterminal to become nonm
functional. Similarly; the student is required to confirm each answer
by depresslngeither ENTER (to validate) or CLEAR (to void).

The location of indicator lights, the microterminal enclosure, and
tactile buttons for the keyboard were also selected wipa, studentuse in
mind. Several layouts were disCussed on these subjects and agreement
reached before proceeding further.

n the case of hardware, new products Were substitUted for original
.

selections when it was found that-their substitution would improve
performance, cost, or both. For example, a four-digit, low power alpha-
numeric display became available during the contract period. By sub-
stituting this for-the fOur-digit light emitting diode display, short
messages, such as "Yes," or "No," could be presented to the student.
Furthermore, the 64-character ASCII set, as well as punctuation symbols,
could also be adapted for various messages. With this extended capa-
bility, it was possible to reduce the LED message lights from 16.to five .

and to'add four additional color-coded LEDs for possible adaptive in-
struction application.

Prior to the final design, Motorola-also introduced the M6B0,2
microprocessor unit (MPU) which contains 128 8-bit words of internal
memory land an oscillator.' This modification reduced both the component ,
count and the power requirements. Also, a PROM became available which -I

contains 2048 8-bit words, but required no more power nor space than did
the original 512 8-bit word PROM.'. Thus, with a prcAfision for three of
these units, a capacity'of 6144 8-bit, words of memory was achieved.

With the additton of an internal, power supply, it was also possible
to develop a 1-Hz clock for timing purpoggi from the 60-Hz AC line.
This resulted in a significant reduction fl the existing timing circuit
which had previously used a 1-MHz oscillator.

Considerable effort was also expended on the design of,the memory
module. Enclosed within a ruggedized high impact plastic (Figure 4), is
a complimentary metal'oxide semiconductw(CMOS) randdm access memory
(RAM), which is powered by a miniature,50==milliamp-hour nickel-cadmium
battery. When the microterminal power supply is on, the battery is
recharged; when removed from the microterminal, the module battery is
capable of powering the memory for sufficient periods of time without
losing stored data (up to 20 weeks-with a full charge).

The final configuration of the microterminal, with memory module in
place, is illustrated in Figure 5. A close-up of the display panel
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(Figure 6) demonstrates that it was designed so that the legends could
be changed-on both thekcommands and keyboard for other applications.
Figure 7 is the microterminal with the top case tilted forward for-ease
of maintenance and repair.

Classroom Evaluation

From 16 January to 3 February 1978, the microterminals were oper-,
ated in support,of Block 4 testing in,the Weapons MechanicCourse at
Lowry AFB. This block test consisted of 15 multiple-choice items, with
two alternative tests available,' and was supervised by AFHRL personnel.

The primary purOose of the evaluation was to determine the reli-
ability, ease of use, and acceptance of the microterminal in a func--
tioning classroom situation. Students who used a microterminal followed
43 typical testing procedure. Upon entering the test center, each re
ceived a standard test,booklet, plus'a two-page set of operating in-'
structions on the microterminal. Individual assistance was given only
if the student requested such assistance. Following the written direc-
tions, along with the' displayed directions-on the microterminal, the
student responded to test questions via the microterminal. When the
student completed the test, the memory module was then taken to the Type
B terminal in the same manner requp-ed for computer test forms.

During the evaluation period, 123 students used:the microterminal,
and there was,only one significant malfunction. This was caused by an
unusual powerline flUetuation, which was corrected by unplugging and
replugging the microterminal into the wall receptacle with no effect on
the status of data in the memory.

To assess the reaction of students to theuse of the microterminal,
the questionnaire in Figure 8 was administered. The percentages reflect
hbw the 91 students who had only written directions on how to use the
microterminal reacted to the. miroterminal. As can be seen, a large
percentage preferred the unit to a generalized computer test form:and.
found it.quite easy to use. Item 10 was used to elicit open-ended
comments from students. Forty-nine percent (n=46) responded with some
comment. Of those, 20 expressed a general liking for the device, seven
felt that the microterminal was faSter to use, 12 believed it was easier
to use or allowed better concentration on the test, and seven registered
a mihor. complaint. Of these last seven, six, had indicated a good opin-
ion of the microterminal on Item 1.

Following up on some of the comments made about the microterminal,
two additional groups of students were evaluated. Students as they came
to the testing room for taking a Block 4 test were alternately assigned
to responding on'a computer form (Group 1) or to responding on the
microterminal (Group 2). Those in the latter category were given pre-
,
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Figure 8
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Microterminal) Use
(N = 91, Students Read Instructions)

What is your opinion of the microterminal?

91% GOO Bad 9% Indifferent

2. Which would you rather use for answering test questions-throughout
the rest of the course?

91% MicroterMnal 9% Computer Test For

3. Did you feel nervous using the microterminal? 11% Yes 89% No
<-

4.. Was the microterminal difficult to use? 1% Yes 99% No

5. Did you feel that you were restricted by the microterminal; as
compared to a test form, in the way yoil could answer test ques7
tions? 5% Yes 95% No

Over the length of. the course do you think that you would have less
problems using the microterminal and its memory module than com-
puter test forms? 65% Yes 9% No

76r No Difference

7. Were the directions indicated by the lighted messages on the mi-
croterminal hard to follow? 1% Yes 98% No

1% Marginal

8. Was the display area of the microterminal easy to read?
99% .Yes 1% No

9. Was using the memory module at the management terminal as easy-as
using a test form? 96% Yes 4% 'No

.

10. In the space-below, please indicate any other comments or,sug-
gestions,you may have about the microterminal.
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instruction on the use of the unit in order to elithinate any "lerning
curve" time element. Comparing time and score data between the two
groups produced the results shown in Table-3_,-GroUp 2, the pre-
instructed microterminal users, AVei-aged.a faster test completion time
(9.7 minutes vs.. 11.3 minutes) than Group 1, th computei- form. users.
This diffe'rence Was statistically non-significant. The microterminal
users had a higher. Aest score average (92% vs. 85 %) than-the cOmputer
form users, and this difference was statistically significant..

An expanded questionnaire was then giveh to the second group of
microterminal users. The 'results are reflected in Figure 9. Of this
second group, 100% had a good opinion of. the ,device, and 97% preferred
its'use'over a computer test form. Twenty-foUr students responded to
either of two open-ended questions. Their general comments were'as
follows:

1614 (44%) expressed a general liking of the device.

o 6 (19%) specifically stated that the unit was faster to use.

,

o 18 (56%) specifically stated that the microterminal was easier
to use or allowed better concentration.

4

4 (13%) exp^ressed a minor complaint.

Figure 10 is a selected sample of student comments.

To eliminate the possibility that the better performance of the
microterminal users wa due to better general aptitude,' in spite of the
apparently random assi nments, both a discrimination analysis and an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were performed. The discrimination
analysis was used to ascertain whether or not the form user or micfp-
terminal users differed on any of five preassessment variables which are
used as measures of general ability. Only one variable, reading com-
prehension, significantly discriminated between the groups. `fin this
preassessment variable'was used as a covariate,,the ANCOVA showed that'a
significant main effect (P <_.05) still existed between microterminal
user scores and computer forM user scores. The results of this analysis
are tabulated iri Table 4. ./

With respect to the initiarpurpose of the evaluation; to determine
whether or not students would accept the use of the microterminal and
whether or not the microterminal,Was easy to use, the data gathered
definitely show that students prefer the microterminal over 'computer
test forms. Time and score data further indicate that there is merit to
several student comments-that the unit is a faster way to respond to

3 ti
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TIME

SCORE

Table

N MEAN S.D. T VALUE D.F. PROS (1-Tail)

roup 1 44 11.3 6,7

1.31, 70.3 .10

roup 2 ( 32 9.7 3.8

Hest Results for complete form users (G1) vs. microteriinal users (G2)

G oup 1 44 .85 ., .16

G oup 2
, 32 .92 .09

Source pf Variation

Covarialtes

Read 52

Main Effects

Cond.

Explained

Residual,'

-2.40. 70.3 .01.

Table 4. . Analysis of covariance.

Sum of Mean

Squares
?IlF-

Square F Prob.

..001 1 .001 .055 .815

.001 1 '.001, .055 .815

.069
, 1 .069, 4.769 .032

.069 1 .069 4.769 .032

//
. .069 .2 .035 2.412' .097

1.006 70 .014

1.075 . 72 .015
(

4



Figure 9
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE.

Microterminal Use
(N = 32, Students Pre-Instructed)

What is your opinion of the microterminal?

100% 'Good Bad Indifferent

2.. Which would you rather use for answering test questions throughout
the rest of the course?

97% Microterminal 3% ^ Computer Test Form

3. Did you feel nervous usingIte microterminal? 9% Yes 91% No

4. Was the microterminal difficult to use? 3% Yes 97% No

5. Did you feel that yoU were restricted by the microterminal, as
compared to a test form; in the way you could answer test ques-
tions? 'Yes 100% No

6. Over-the length of the *purse do you think that you would have less
problems using the.microterminal and its memory module than com-
'puter test forms? 88% Yes No

-I2g-fNo aliFence
.

7. Were the directions indicated by the lighted messages on the mi-
croterminal hard to follow? Yes 10 No

Marginal

Was the display area of the microterminal easy to read?
100% Yes No

9. Was using the memory module at the management\terminal as easy as-
using a test.form? 91% Yes 6% No

10. In the space below, please indicate any other comments or
shavegestions you may have about the microterminal.

3
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11. Did the microterminal make-block testing seem easier to you?
gl% Yes 9% No

12. By using the microterminal instead of a computer test form, for
recording your test, answers, did you feeT that you were better able
to concentrate on answering the test items?

81%- Yes 19% No

13. What is the single thing about the:microterminal wtch you either
liked or disliked the most? ,Please answer below.

.jigure 10.
Selected student_ comments"

It was better than filling out test forms and a lot easier to use."

"I like it bqter because you can mliice changes easier and (it) doesn't
leave pencil-and erase marks.":

was djot better than tIpt forms because -you can change the answers
easier.".

"It's fdster. You don't mark the wrong letters by mistake as easily
(sic). 6

havingto worry about mistakes,"

"With the-computer test form one,can show.proof when the computer messe
Up, (,which isn't too often but does happen): How can the,microter-
minal be proven wrong when and, if there is a malfunction?"
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multiple-choice items and that the microterminal, allows-better concen-
tration on taking the test without concern for making recording errors.
This latter point is itportant because the receding of data (SSN, test
identifier; item responses, etc.) requires the careful darkening of many
little boxes on a'coputer test forM. A mistake in filling in the boxes
could result in form rejection and/or erroneous test results, all of
which seem to beA worry tostudents. It, would thus seem reasonable to
conclude that theftigpificantly better test-scores of the _microterminal
users, would be due to better concentration; however', the rial,hypo-
thesis that,there are novelty effects cannotte discqunted until a more -ed

extensive longitudinal study is conducted:

Cost Analysis

The parts costs for a microterminal with memory module are itemized
in Table 5. The prices shown were current when the microterminais were
being constructed in late '1977 and are subject to change. :However, it
is anticipated that the effect of the price changes'which are likely to
occur Over the period of a year will,tend to'reduce the total parts
cost. The reason for this is *.general trend that-now exists in price
redpction for such items as.the M6802 microprocessor and the TMS 2716
EROMS. It is also noted here'that this total price includes only one
EROM for each microterminal.

The actual fabrication costs for the'various structural components
of the microterminal are itemized in Table°6. In many instances, a
major portion of an item'cost was for the fabricatio of a template or
other mechahical aid. These, of course, were one-ti charges and,
therefore, distort the production.costs of an item. or example, the
cost f the spring for the memory module shutter is unusually high. The

were a o quite high. It is expected that fora quantity of 500 or more
costs of the memory module case and micitterminal case modifications

units, it would be feasible to pay the setup charge'for a tape -con
trolled milling machine, which would greatl reduce the cost per model
While it is difficult to determine the e ct cost reduction from such
actio4= it is estimated that the final fbrication figures would be'
appr mately 25% of the figures shown.

The unit cost for assembly and checkout, including the EROM pro-
gramming, was approximately $330.. However, for the last few prototypes,
after the technidians became familiar with the 'units, the assembly and
checkout required less than 12'hows.(approximately $144) per unit. It
could be expected that on a production line this figure might be cut in
half. In any case, a unit cost of $509 spears realistic for quantities
over 500.



TABLE. 5. Components and material.cost

1-25 25-100 ,
,Unit Unit' Unit

Part Quantity Price- Price 'F'.

M6802TTRicroprocessor)Motorola T25760 T277150-

M6820P (PIA) Motorda 2' A9.75 8.25
,*6561 (CMOS RAM) Intersil/Harris 1 8.25 8.25
DL1416 (Display) Citron-N. -, 1 40.00 35.00
CD4050AE (CMOS-Hex Butfer).RCA . 2 .74 7 .74
LM339 (Comparators) Nati. Semi: 1 .80 60
RL4484 (Red-LEO) Litronix 6 .29 .19
YL4484 (Yellow LED) Litroniir) 1 .71 :71
OL31 (Orange LED) Litronix' '1 .47 :47,

'GL4484.(Green LED) Litronix 1 .71 N .71
74LS174 (Hex-0 Type Flip Flops) 2 .98 .80
74L5139. (Decoders) 1 1.73 1.38
TMS2716 (EROM) TI 1 32.00, 32.00
74L20 (NAND. Gates) 1 .64- .52
74L04 (Hex'Inverterg) 1 .68 .56
7404 (Hex Inverters) 1 .34 .29
82-601-817) 2 6.80 6.80
82-301-61 ) (Keyboard) Grayhill' 1 3.65 3.65
82-101-71 ) 1 1.55 4 1.55
1B1 (Line Filter) Corcom 1 7.00 -7.00
357001 (Fuse Holder) 1 .30 L .30
17236 (Power Cord) 1 J-1.45 '1.45
*B5OT (Ni-Cad Batteries) EvereadY 3 1:86 1.86
6P-11 (Strain Relief) .1, .06 , .06
CY15C103M (.01 uF) 1 .16 .16
196D186X9020KA1 (18 uF) 2' .25 .25
DM15-180J (18 pF) 1 ''.15 .15

CK058X104K (.1.uF) 6 2
4 ,

.78 .78
2CZ5V224X0050C4 (.22 uF) 1' .25' ;25

*DB-25PY ) 1 5.44' 5.44
(Connectors)-ITT Cannon*00-255AA) 1 4.ao 4.10

RCO7CB (1/4 watt, 5% resistors) 28 . .12 .09

#433260 (4 MHz Crystal) 1 5.95 5.95
C93-24-02 (I.C. Sockets) 3 .63 .56 .

C93-40-02 (I.C. Socket) '. 1, .99 .91

ICMP (Power Supply) Alpha Power 1 39.95 36.75.-

MC-4.9H-BE-BK (Console Case) Techmar 1 37.70 35.82
55-120-G-2 (Socket Strip) 1 1.65. 1.65.

P.C. Boards (4 required) . 40.00 40.00
Miscellaneous Hardware & Materials 50.00 40.00

T

100-500
Unit.

Price
W2.00,

6 61) ,

8.25
30.00.

.62

52
-.19°

52
.31

..52

.68 .

1.10
29.95

.45

.481

,t :26

4:1,25,

2.25
1.00

,5.00,

.25,
'1.20
1.20
.06

.12

.20
10

.50

.15

5.00
3.75
.07

t.95
.56

.91

33.55
32.05
1.55.

30.00
30.00

otal $364.45 $335.44 $282.53

*Memory'Module
,

w.

The items listed helie are those actually used but other similar components
and materials-would have suitable. This listing does not impl2
endorsement of these products or manufacturers bythe U.S. Government..
5
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Part

,Shutter

Spring

Hinge

Hinge Plateti
Indicator Panel

Window, Di,splay

Memory Module Case

Support Block

Spacer
.

Guide Pin

Guide

'Filter'Bracket

Chassis. .

Microterminal fabrication costs

Console Cas.e, Modification

Mounting Spacer

\\Display Panel Block

Keyboard Block

Keyboard Bezel

Dwg. No.;
Unit

Quantity
Average Charge
Per Terminal

EA-13225 1 $ 6.88

EA-13266 1 11.01

EA-I3224 i 16.51

EA-13305' 1 .2.75

EB-13216' 1' ,--_- '16:51''

EA-13264. i 5.50'

E8-11236, 1 48.156'

EB-13237

ER-13220 2. 2//..52

'EA-11233 .2 11.01

EA -13228 2 1.01
EB-13221 2 20,64

iEB-12686, 1 4.13

ED -13215 1 27.52

1 77.05

EA- 13309 11.01

EA-13270: 1 . 5.50

EA- 13271 2 16.51

EB-13273 1 26.

Total



The microterminal'described in this' report fulfilled the 'object-
ives, and reached the goals that were intended at the iditialization of
the contract. As an "electronic testing device" the microterminal gave
students greater confidence in answering questions, while ail° improving
scores. The final cost figures also indicate that the use of the micro-.,

terminal is an 'economically viable alternative to the standard computer
paper-and-pencil test =forms presently in'ue.
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